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Thanks for the info. Can you point me in the right direction? Should I just find rum for tegra2 and give it a go? When this thing first came out a couple of years ago I won it in the lottery at a technical event. I don't hate me. The guy next to me won the Xbox 360. I'd rather have an xbox. I have a Toshiba flourish 10.1 screen
with 32 concert memory and I did a reset factory. When I couldn't download 3-D games or any games, for that matter, I search for updates to thrive. Every time I did a search flourish told me that there were no updates available. What should I do to make my tablet more than just a pretty press press-??? 12-22-2018
12:36 PM Like 0 The Thrive is a very old pill. The only official update he received was Ice Cream Sandwich. If you know how to root, you can upgrade to the unofficial JellyBean ROM. You better get a new tablet or a decent preview or repair. I loved my Thriive and still mine, but it's older than dirt now and really isn't worth
trying to upgrade. 12-22-2018 12:42 PM Like 0 Full Contact Information support Toshiba, including steps to reach representatives, opening hours, customer support links and more from ContactHelp.com. Document ID: 4010096 Published Date: 2016-08-16 Last updated: 2016-08-16 Distribution: View information on a
public site You can update the system software (firmware) or update the operating system (if any) on the tablet using one of the following methods: IMPORTANT: Your tablet should be connected to the power source to complete this installation. You have to have an internet connection. It's a good idea to remove all
devices from the USB port and the SD Card slot before you initiate this update. You won't be able to use the tablet for the duration of the installation, which is expected to take a few minutes. Android 3.0 (Honeycomb) Click on an update message sent by the Toshiba Service Station app to your device. OR From the
Home screen, click on the Apps icon in the top right corner. Find the service station icon and app. Click Check Updates and follow the instructions on the screen. The software is updated automatically and your tablet will be turned off and turned on as part of this update. Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich) Click on the
update message sent by the Toshiba Service Station app to your device. OR From the Home screen, click on the Apps icon in the top right corner. Find the service station icon and app. If updates don't show up, click Check to check for updates. Choose the update you want (if you see it) and follow the instructions on the
screen. The software is updated automatically and your tablet will be disabled and turned on as part of this OR From the Home screen, click on the watch in the bottom right corner. Click on the watch a second time. Click Settings. On the left, scroll down to O tablet. Select System Updates from the home screen. This
opens to Toshiba service station. If updates don't show up, click Check Updates to check for updates. Choose the update you want (if you see it) and follow the instructions on the screen. The software is updated automatically and your tablet will be turned off and turned on as part of this update. Export Control and EULA
Use of any software available for download from this system is your acceptance of export control terms and the terms of the license agreement with to the ultimate Toshiba user that you can view before downloading any such software. Last month, owners of the 10-inch Toshiba Thrive tablet were dealt a blow when the
manufacturer announced that the official update of the tablet for Ice Cream Sandwich would be delayed until early autumn. The news comes months after Toshiba initially indicated the release target of the late spring for the update. After all this, it seems that Thrive is finally getting its update for Android 4.0.4 Ice Cream
Sandwich today - for real this time. The update, which users report takes about 30 minutes to download, rolls out automatically now. Photo: Mukul Modi In a post to toshiba Thrive forums earlier, a spokesperson announced the update, indicating that it includes improved video and audio performance, improved camera
features, and improved signal/connection strength. Of course, we all know that the real story here is Ice Cream Sandwich. The update should be deployed automatically, but if you're impatient, just open the Thrive Service Station app, check updates, and follow the instructions. To follow the discussion update, just click
below to thrive forums. Source: Thrive Forum Has anyone else noticed recently Toshiba.com that on Toshiba.com they no longer show Thrive in the tablet section along with some of the older Excite models too? All that comes now is 16GB and 32GB Excite SE, even when searching the bar search. I think Toshiba can
no longer support Thrive and we can't get Jelly Bean, I can be wrong. 03-27-2013 09:33 AM Like 0 Has anyone noticed recently that on Toshiba.com they no longer show Thrive in the tablet section along with some of the older Excite models too? All that comes now is 16GB and 32GB Excite SE, even when searching
the bar search. I think Toshiba can no longer Thrive, and we can't get Jelly Bean, I can be wrong. I Googled that to you and there is a consensus that Thrive will not get a JB update. Manufacturers usually give give One OS update. Nexus line devices are an exception because they get updates straight from Google. 03-
27-2013 10:51am as 0 Unfortunately I think Toshiba has completely moved on and left to prosper and its owners to rot. This is very bad because Thrive had some pretty nice equipment. The ICS update was borked though and they shouldn't have left us there. I don't care how good the equipment is or how much I like the
device itself... I will never buy another Toshiba tablet, and perhaps nothing else from Toshiba either because of the way Thrive has been handled. I have two of them and wondering if they would even sell if I decided to get rid of them to get something new. It's hard to imagine anyone wanting them. 03-28-2013 04:06 as
1 It's been unofficially EOL for a while. ICS OTA was a joke. Rooting it at the same time on Honeycomb was the easiest. If you've taken an OTA and upgraded to ICS, you can go to thriveforums.org and PM one of the dalepl developers and get it rolling back to HC to eradicate it (it has a long waiting list, but it's good).
Then you can get a JB on custom ROM. There will be no official JB. I run 4.1.2 flawlessly and he can easily handle it. 04-01-2013 06:48 am as 1 I noticed the lack of Thrive some time ago when I was trying to get support. My Thrive won't load. It starts and then lands on the screen with a burning, sparkling screen. That's
it........ The screen just churns away...... and that's it. Toshiba won't help. Help!!! Oh, and the other day I noticed that Amazon is selling Thrive........... Buyer beware ... 05-25-2013 06:54 PM Like 0 I noticed the lack of Thrive some time ago when I was trying to get support. My Thrive won't load. It starts and then lands on
the screen with a burning, sparkling screen. That's it........ The screen just churns away...... and that's it. Toshiba won't help. Help!!! Oh, and the other day I noticed that Amazon is selling Thrive........... Buyer beware ... See my post above. Go to thriveforums.org and PM Daleple. It can roll you back into HC and then you
can eradicate Thrive and Flash custom ROM 05-25-2013 09:05 PM Like 0 So there will be updates to thrive? 06-18-2013 07:21 PM How 0 So that Not to be more updates to thrive? No. Looks like jelly will never officially come to Thrive. Root it and there is a jelly that works great Sent from my SAMSUNG-SGH-I717 using
Tapatalk 4 Beta 06-19-2013 04:13 PM Like 0 I would like to eradicate and flash my flourish KitKat (Android 4.4). Does anyone know if there is 4.4 rum out there that I could get to thrive? Along with instructions on how to blink? 05-01-2014 10:43 AM Like 0 I would eradicate and flash my flourish KitKat (Android 4.4). Does
anyone know if there is 4.4 rum out there that I could get to thrive? Along with instructions on how to blink? For root, you can go thriveforums.org and find the whole process there. There is no Kitkat ROM for Thrive. It is not compatible with Kitkat. The highest stable ROM is 4.1.2 Jellybean by Pio. In addition, the rooted
ICS ROM by dalepl is very stable. 05-04-2014 09:41 PM How 0 thrive is a kind of dinosaur. A large, heavy first kind of pill, but as hard as a tank. It has nice features that I would still like to be available in other tablets (full size SD cards, full-size USB, removable battery), but it's not. I gave my Thrive to my son over a year
ago and he abused the crap out of him. Cracked screen in several places, crack trim, too many drops to track and it still works. It works a bit slow with the most intense games or not at all with some of the newest games, but it will still run most games. It still makes YouTube and other major apps without problems.
Recently my brother gave my son his old Thrive as he hasn't used it for a year and my son still loves to use it. I have a ton of accessories for him and it was hard for me to retire and get my son something new. Heck, it was hard for me to let go of the cracks, but working is old. I know there will be no more support for him
from Toshiba, but I will continue to use it until he is completely dead. Cheers. 06-06-2014 01:10 PM AS 0 root it and put jelly. Thrive is out of date, but I got my runs fast and it handles the game fine. My wife and son use it heavily sent from my SM-T210/SM-T210R using Tapatalk 06-15-2014 08:04 AM Like 0
Unfortunately, I think Toshiba has completely moved on and left to thrive and its owners to rot. It's very bad because Thrive was somewhat very nice nice The ICS update was borked though and they shouldn't have left us there. I don't care how good the equipment is or how much I like the device itself... I will never buy
another Toshiba tablet, and perhaps nothing else from Toshiba either because of the way Thrive has been handled. I have two of them and wondering if they would even sell if I decided to get rid of them to get something new. It's hard to imagine anyone wanting them. I totally agree Toshiba is terrible in its product
backup so unlike the Japanese here in Thailand there should not have been an Android update on Thrive/Regza it happened in the US but not here in Thailand! Why there is no update any explanation just mate you bought a cheap 32 Gig tablet that you expect just to buy a new model, then you get an updated Android!
That's why Koreans are running rings around these Japanese computer companies! They offer a brilliant back-up product and the latest apps! 09-23-2014 04:04 AM Like 0 There is a petition on the ipetition website to get Toshiba to deliver updates for the Thrive tablet. If you Google petition updates for Toshiba to thrive
tablets you will see it. Since I'm new here, I can't post a direct link. Please visit my petition and sign it. Let your voices be heard! 11-14-2014 10:22 AM Like 0 If you visit ipetitions, you will find a Toshiba petition asking for updates for the Thrive tablet. I can't post any links since I'm new to the forum, but if you Google
petition updates for Toshiba to thrive tablet you'll find it. Let your voices be heard. 11-14-2014 10:24 a.m. as 0 Good. Can someone point me out clearly written step by step on how to root out my Toshiba Thrive 10.1 inch tablet and get it at least Jelly Bean? While I've programmed the PC for most of my work history,
tablets are a different matter (in other words, I'm a beginner). I have a Thrive AT100, it is on Android Version 4.0.4; 2.6.39.4-g2388484. Thank you for any help you can provide. 12-04-2014 02:07 As 0 0
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